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The Toast to the New Times
     Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. It is my pleasure to propose the toast to the "New Times" on this day, 
Saturday ninth of October 2021.    Obviously it is a very difficult task to write just a few words to toast the  
"New Times" considering all those who went before, but it will be even more difficult to live through the new 
times ahead, considering what Australia is going through now.
     The enemy may think it is on a roll at the moment, but it is not, for we have as in Pandora's box, a treasure 
called "hope" through "Christ". It is through belief in Christ and searching for a deeper knowledge of his word as 
expressed through the practical writings of C.H. Douglas, Eric Butler, Jeremy Lee and many others together with 
those before them and those that came after, that we may move forward. The list of people who saw a glimpse of 
reality is endless which includes those who are here now.
     If you believe the tragically corrupted media, then there is no hope, but when I walk outside into the garden, 
then hope is restored. When I gaze on the apple blossom, the bees, and the cherries forming, then I know God's 
creation is not static. Discovering "Douglas Social Credit" teaching and message is another "Pearl of great value", 
that will restate the correct relationship between peoples of all levels.
The manipulation of people's minds is very intense at the moment and it can be difficult to show people there is 
another way forward in the current dilemma. It will not be done by "good men doing nothing". It will take study 
of "Douglas Social Credit" teaching, meditation of the eternal truths, learning to reapply honest action of the past 
in whatever way, with truth and integrity and together with others working towards a new civilisation.
     Anarchy will not produce a good end, for anarchists tend to be riding on a merry-go-round that stops on the 
same spot. The political party system has only produced division in the community and the men and women 
involved have become liars and deceivers, as demonstrated by their strange silence over lockdowns and so on.
This New Age or New Times or Renewed Civilisation will only start with individuals agreeing to act together 
freely on issues that they agree on.
     Look at India now, where the forced corporatisation of their farmlands there is a protest march to the capital 
being led by farmers who are in their 90s and even 100s, who remember the atrocities committed by the private 
corporation, the East India Company who occupied India for 200 years. The farmer protest numbers is in the 
hundreds of millions. Considering what is happening in Australia we may have to start our own action and insist 
on a change of direction for Australia even at our age with walking sticks and wheelchairs.
     Our own walk may start with being realists, correctly stating the problem, then applying a policy with a 
knowledge of the past and present for the future. We are not going to cure the problems with wishful thinking. 
In the words quoted of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn "Men have forgotten God; that's why all this has happened!" 
Quote continued: "Our life consists not in the pursuit of material success but in the quest for worthy spiritual 
growth. Our entire earthly existence is but a transitional stage in the movement towards something higher, and 
we must not stumble and fall, nor must we linger fruitlessly on one rung of the ladder. Material laws alone do not 
explain our life or give it direction. The laws of physics and physiology will never reveal the indisputable manner 
in which the Creator constantly, day in and day out, participates in the life of each of us, unfailingly granting us 
the energy of existence. When this assistance leaves us we die, and in the life of our entire planet the Divine spirit 
surely moves with no less force; this we must grasp…" End quote.
The situation is not insurmountable, (if-ed) we act through faith.
An observation of the humorous nature; years ago when Eric Butler spoke about the enemy at large wanting to 
know our plans of action. He did not consider this to be a problem, because we did not know ourselves.
"Thank you for this time to contribute my small offering" --  John Luks
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     Having celebrated the New Times Dinner after 
attending the successful ALOR National Weekend 
Seminar, it was encouraging to witness the young taking 
up their own Cross of Personal Responsibility. 
     Dr Judy Wilyman PhD delivered three outstanding 
papers across the afternoon. Australia is indeed fortunate 
to have in our midst a researcher of such outstanding 
and unique capability. Dr Wilyman's videos from the 
Seminar are available on our main website and also 
two of our three video channels. YouTube has come 
down more heavily with their Orwellian censorship. 
Discussing scientific and medical matters is unacceptable 
and actively censored by them.  Interestingly, last 
week's OnTarget highlighted the utter corruption of 
our political class utilising Chinese software coders to 
develop Queensland election software, and this week 
the Chinese software giant (for our webinar) failed to 
be activated in a timely manner. Efforts to suppress our 
National Weekend Seminar were averted and the Seminar 
proceeded and was distributed on schedule.  
     Dr Judy Wilyman PhD thesis "A critical analysis of 
the Australian government’s rationale for its vaccination 
policy" is available for viewing from the University 
of Wollongong website here: https://ro.uow.edu.au/cgi/
viewcontent.cgi?article=5550&context=theses
     Dr Wilyman presents the case that the Australian 
Government is (obediently-ed) administering World 
Government Policy directed from that private/public 
partnership of the WHO World Health Organisation - 
for profit. The WHO objective is not a health outcome, 
but rather to provide 'medical services' to the healthy 
population of the entire world. This is in the form of 
a chemical injection labelled a 'vaccine' (which it is 
definitely not by their own WHO Standards). The mRNA 
injection is untested on humans and has proved fatal 
when tested on animals, in that those creatures that 
received the injection resulted in an 'amplification of 
symptoms' of subsequent bouts of illness. The choice 
towards the mRNA injection is a personal life threatening 
decision which needs to be carefully considered from 
many valid medical and scientific points of view, of 
which little or no airtime is given through captured 
medical publications, universities and of course the 
compliant Main Stream Media - rostrum, pulpit and 
platform. Make the effort to view Dr Wilyman's videos 
as part of your self-education program for healthier 
outcomes, for yourself and those closest who may listen. 
     United Australia Party advocating Ivermectin as an 
alternative treatment for symptoms, are only one step 
in front of where we are. In that, when the 'amplified' 
symptoms arrive there will be a ready market prepared 
for Ivermectin. No mention of upholding our Limiting 
Constitution, nor our ancient rights and freedoms. 
     Not one politician nor political candidate that I am 

aware has proposed upholding our Limiting Constitution. 
Not one. You can investigate those you think are worthy 
of voting for in this next and probably last election. Don’t 
be confused, I say it again, none of them have demanded 
to uphold our Constitution. Not one that I have heard.
Hard Lockdown for the UnVaccinated
    Below is a series of tweets from Gluboco Lietuva from 
Lithuania.  He shares his experience as an outcast who 
refuses to take the COVID jab.  
Europe’s first strict, society-wide Covid Pass regime:
1/ My wife and I have been suspended without pay for 4 
weeks. We can’t return to our jobs.
Not sure our employers would let us back.
Even if they did, our colleagues despise us, wish on 
social media for our death. Nothing we can do will ever 
erase that. We can’t work there.
2/  We can’t find new jobs in our professions.
My wife and I have very different jobs in very different 
fields. But all jobs in both our fields now require the 
Covid Pass. No Pass, no Job.
3/ We’re not allowed to buy food in the local 
supermarket. We may only shop in small stores with 
street-facing entrances which mainly sell food, pharma, 
glasses/contacts, or farming/pet supplies.
In our area, that effectively limits us to one small, 
expensive convenience store.
4/ The Pass has wreaked havoc with the free market.
Supermarkets which require the Pass report shopper 
traffic is down 25% in the month since the Pass was 
imposed.
But in the small stores where the Pass isn’t required, it’s 
up only 0.7%. So where have the shoppers gone?
5/ We now buy food in old Soviet-style markets: 
outdoors, in parking lots, products sold on street, tiny 
tables, or from back of cars. Produce, eggs, cheese, meat, 
fish. Cash only. No Pass required. Not as convenient as a 
supermarket. But it works for now. Life finds a way.
6/ I need to make some home repairs. But without a Pass, 
I can’t enter the hardware store to buy supplies.
I can’t call for a repair worker because repairs are banned 
for non-Pass holders. And I have no income now to pay 
for outside help anyway. So our home stays unrepaired.
7/ We went to the dentist we’ve attended for years for 
an appointment for one of my children, but had to leave 
because I don’t have a Covid Pass. No other dentist in 
our area will see us. We’ve heard of dentists who treat 
people with no Pass, but they’re far. So no dental care.
8/ We tried to buy art supplies for our kids from a craft 
store. No purchase allowed without a Pass.
We tried to buy educational toys in a toy store. We were 
barred from entering.
Can’t buy kitchen supplies. Banal, but frustrating.
9/  We tried to print some papers in a copy shop. The 
staff refused us service without a Pass. We can’t enter 
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the library to browse books with our kids. That used to 
be one of our family’s greatest pleasures. But we’re not 
allowed any more because we don’t have a Covid Pass.
10/ Our two kids outgrew/destroyed last winter’s clothes.
We tried to buy new ones. But with no Pass, many stores 
rejected us. Finally, my pregnant wife begging, tears 
in her eyes; a manager at a second-hand store relented: 
“Just this once, OK? Can’t let you people in here again.”
11/ This pressure to submit is everywhere. And it’s 
overwhelming. Our ability to survive has been destroyed.
But no matter the suffering imposed and the hardships 
we must endure, we will never accept the descent into the 
authoritarianism which the Covid Pass represents.
12/ QR code to enter stores? Covid Pass needed to work?
Government approval needed to buy food, toys, clothes?
No. No. No.
The Covid Pass regime of government segregation and 
control – punishing undesired behavior with banishment 
from society – is the path to authoritarianism.
13/ When Covid vaccinations were released, the original 
policy was education, trust, and informed consent to 
vaccinate targeted groups.
But policy changed in 2021: choice and trust was 
replaced by coercion and punishment.
You’ve shredded trust in public health for generations.
14/ Government approval to exist in society. Banishment 
based on arbitrary rules. Recording of all people’s 
movements. That’s not health; it’s control and power.
This new authoritarian control will only grow to ban ever 
more behavior as bureaucrats push to expand their power.
15/ Like many cases in history, our slide towards 
authoritarian control in 2021 – in Europe and throughout 
the world – has fueled, and been fueled by, hatred and 
(loathing-ed) which is encouraged by government and 
stoked by the media. And it’s ripping our society apart.
16/ Segregation. Blame for disease. Accusation of 
wartime betrayal. Incitement. Persecution.
This is not a history textbook. This is the reality of life 
for my family in 2021. Our humanity has been erased.
This is wrong. So deeply, deeply wrong.
17/ Our winter is long, cold, dark. My wife and I don’t 
have savings to last til (sic) spring.
But despite hardship, we decided resistance is our moral 
path. We want our kids some day to feel pride towards 
us, not disgust. Freedom is fragile, and we must defend 
it. If not us, then who?
18/ You have inflicted so much suffering on us already. 
You plan to hurt us even more this winter. But know this: 
We will never accept your Covid Pass regime.
We will never accept the control, segregation, and hate.
We will never accept this descent into authoritarianism.
19/ We do not stop you earning a living, though you stop 
us. We do not ban you from buying food and clothing, 
though you ban us.
We do not hate you, though you hate us.
We do not banish you, though you banish us.

We do not wish death upon you, though you wish death 
upon us.
20/  And when the time comes, as it inevitably will, when 
you too are banished by the ever-increasing, arbitrary 
rules of the new authoritarianism, we will fight for your 
rights just as we fight now for ours. Because we are all 
equal. And we all have equal right to exist in society. *** 
Building Up from the Individual, Not Down From 
The State By Arnis Luks
    With World Government directives being implemented 
by all our Australian governments, politicians and 
bureaucrats alike; a major consideration must be towards 
such a poor performance of each representative. 
     In USA, Sheriffs have been at the forefront of 
demanding the constitution be upheld, refusing to enforce 
arbitrary pronouncements from higher level governments 
by protecting the public against government over reach: 
https://cspoa.org/.
     Within Australia we have our state police officers 
that are closest to their local communities. This same 
opportunity is there for each of them, to individually 
uphold our Constitution as the supreme law of our land 
and those ancient common law rights and freedoms, by 
their personal support of those individuals "who refuse" 
the jab. What can one person do? Enough, if their unique 
brave beating heart holds firm against the tyranny of 
'mass medication', without any consideration towards 
the unique medical and physical pre-dispositions and 
personal needs of every single individual.
    All Governments must perform the people’s will which 
is reflected in our Constitution as the supreme limiting 
document of federated states: We the people…do agree. 
Not Klaus Schwab, Rockefeller, Gates or Fauci’s 'will', 
but the individuals  within the various states of Australia.
Some Constitutional authorities appear to be misdirecting 
our focus towards this world government, by highlighting 
U.N. Human Rights Courts as the final arbiter for appeal, 
when it is not. Our ancient rights and freedoms come 
from God alone and are not subject to administration nor 
adjudication from men’s corrupt, sly and fickle opinion. 
A Demand For Restoration of our Ancient Rights
     The structured church is heavily corrupted, as was 
then in 1215 and again now, allowing the 'administrative 
few' to renounce its greatest calling by failing to uphold 
God’s Laws being superior to man’s laws: ‘Thy Kingdom 
come, Thy will be done on earth as in heaven…’. 
     Unique Individuals are called upon to do the heavy 
lifting, as was when Archbishop Stephen Langton and 
the Barons upheld those ancient rights and freedoms by 
demanding Magna Carta be upheld from their king. 
This is a multi-generational demand, as much within 
as without the church, for the restoration of our ancient 
rights and freedoms 'given from God alone' being upheld 
within our ‘Limiting Constitutional Government’.
Men have forgotten God; that's why all this has happened!
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     Greetings from ‘glorious locked down, Danistan’!
I am so disappointed I cannot join you on this wonderful 
occasion BUT I am with you in Spirit! What a great time 
to be alive as we see how events are unfolding.
Only twenty years ago, to forecast events, as they see 
today, would have you labelled a nut, or follower of Eric 
Butler! Ha Ha Ha!
     I well remember my first New Times Dinner, what 
a wonderful event that was in my life; hard for me to 
believe, it was 50 years ago. How I enjoyed THAT 
weekend!
    It took me a while to realise, that when we are toasting 
“THE NEW TIMES’ each year,  it is a pledge to a new 
era in world history that we were moving toward—YES 
that is our direction!
   YES again, the ‘one worlders, the anti-Christ, whatever 
you like to name them, cannot rest in their satanic quest 
while we meet to reaffirm our Faith in the future under 
the Love of Lord Jesus. As long as there is ONE of us, 
we are a threat to their plans. This is the Pledge of The 
New Times!
     Our eyes have been opened by Clifford Douglas to the 
reality, the abundance bestowed on us by our Benevolent 
Creator.  It is truly ‘mind boggling’-- well I think so!
Have you read Bryan W. Monahan’s wonderful 
treatise ‘on all things--’Mystery, magic, music, and 
metaphysics’?
     That is all you need to rinse the rubbish of ‘global 
warming’ and much else from a brain waterlogged by 
the nonsense being peddled by the notable institutions of 
‘higher learning’.
    We had Peter Ridd address us a year or so about the 
miss-information peddled about the Great Barrier Reef. 
In addition, before that, Bernard Gaynor, a man who had 
served his country as required by the Government, being 
every equal to the new Premier of New South Wales in 
his religious beliefs, pilloried for their view which does 
not accord with the perceived wisdom of the established 
media. We must test the new Premier of New South 
Wales and see if he will stand up for a fellow ‘Man of the 
Faith’ … now THAT would be something! Please draw 
his attention to Bernard Gaynor.
     What a pack of illegitimates is this despicable 
media! ‘Baying wolves is an understatement, they have 
no shame … to see reporters walking down the street 
shoving a microphone in ‘somebody of interests’ face 
is maddening… they call it ‘freedom of the press’ but 
they want it without responsibility or redress for the 
unfortunate individual caught up in their web, yeah, they 
are much worse than creepy spiders could ever be!
I feel sorry for Gladys, caught up in intrigue 
manufactured by her own people.
   The Government enacts Legislation then puts a ‘zealot’ 
in charge—WOW—the zealot then has to justify their 

position. Whatever the situation it costs a lot of money 
to defend yourself against allegations which may prove 
baseless,
     The Laws are ‘weaponised’ and used against anybody 
who is different to the perceived ‘norm’ and God help 
you if you are a person of interest to them.
This is the situation of the aforementioned gentlemen, 
Gaynor and Ridd.
To stand your ground takes a lot of courage and impacts 
on your family; these people are out to crush you!
     Yes, I am angry, we are forced to vote for somebody 
at each election but I will not submit to their pressure!
WE MUST stand up to the tyrants; civil disobedience has 
a lot going for it!
If ‘the bully’ keeps pushing then there comes a time 
when you must say ‘enough is enough’.
You must fight or submit! What is it to be?
    The saying “Eternal Vigilance is the Price of Freedom” 
is not enough, it also includes “A Willingness to Fight’!
Churchill added, “If you will not fight for right when you 
can easily win without bloodshed; 
if you will not fight when your victory is sure and not 
too costly; you may come to the moment when you 
will have to fight with all the odds against you and only 
a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a 
worse case. You may have to fight when there is no hope 
of victory, because it is better to perish than to live as 
slaves.” 
Ken, Ladies and Gentlemen, The time has come to stand 
fast!
It is easy for me to say those things when I have a warm 
bed each night and the love of my family—we need those 
things, but if we are going to keep them, then we must 
go on the offensive and support the ‘warriors’, and there 
many, who are holding the line for us and waiting for us 
to join the battle to save our civilisation.
     Enjoy this special weekend, enjoy the camaraderie 
that comes within the Social Credit movement, and 
reinvigorate yourselves for the days ahead!
“Onward Christian Soldiers!”
WITH THE GRACE OF GOD AND THE LORD JESUS 
AS OUR GUIDE, VICTORY IS OURS!

Here is a ‘TOAST’ to The New Times!

‘TOAST’ to The New Times! From Louis 
Cook


